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Abstract: Norway spruce differs little in neutral genetic markers among populations and provenances
often reported, but in terms of putative adaptive traits and their candidate genes, some clear differences
have been observed. This has previously been shown for crown morphotypes. Stands with mostly
narrow crown shapes are adapted to high elevation conditions, but these stands are scattered, and the
forest area is often occupied by planted stands with predominantly broad crowned morphotypes.
This raises questions on whether this differentiation can remain despite gene flow, and on the level of
gene flow between natural and planted stands growing in close neighbourhood. The locally adapted
stands are a valuable seed source, the progeny of which is expected to have high genetic quality
and germination ability. The presented case study is useful for spruce plantation by demonstrating
evaluation of these expectations. Immigrant pollen and seeds from planted trees could be maladaptive
and may alter the genetic composition of the progeny. This motivated us to study single tree progenies
in a locally adapted stand with narrow crowned trees in a partial mast year at nuclear genomic simple
sequence repeat (SSR) markers. Spruce is a typical open-pollinated conifer tree species with very low
selfing rates, which were also observed in our study (s = 0.3–2.1%) and could be explained by efficient
cross-pollination and postzygotic early embryo abortion, common in conifers. The estimated high
amount of immigrant pollen found in the pooled seed lot (70.2–91.5%) is likely to influence the genetic
composition of the seedlings. Notably, for individual mother trees located in the centre of the stand,
up to 50% of the pollen was characterised as local. Seeds from these trees are therefore considered to
retain most of the adaptive variance of the stand. Germination percentage varied greatly between
half-sib families (3.6–61.9%) and was negatively correlated with relatedness and positively with
effective pollen population size of the respective families. As pollen mostly originated from outside
the stand and no family structures in the stand itself were found, germination differences can likely
be explained by diversity differences in the individual pollen cloud.
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1. Introduction

Historically, forest areas were heavily exploited and reforested in Germany, and older stands were
often planted with unknown and potentially unsuitable plant material [1]. Typically, local stands of
Norway spruce at higher elevations are characterised by trees with a narrow crown and plate-like
branching adapted to sustain heavy snowfall [2,3]. In the past, due to limited availability of planting
material from desired provenances or lack of attention in selection of material, spruce stands were
often established using seeds or seedlings representing lowland morphotypes. Recently, Caré et al. [4]
showed adaptive differentiation at candidate genes between high and low elevation morphotypes.

Adapted autochthonous stands are valuable for in situ conservation of genetic resources and as
the main seed sources for artificial regeneration [1]. Therefore, there are two important aspects related
to the genetic composition of the offspring: (1) the natural regeneration of the stand itself, and (2)
the usage of the seeds for production and subsequent plantation of seedlings. As a wind-pollinated
monoecious species, Norway spruce is characterised by high outcrossing rates and long-distance pollen
dispersal [5–8]. The high outcrossing rates can, not only be explained by effective wind-mediated
pollen flow, but also by postzygotic abortion of inbred embryos, decreasing the selfing rates estimated
in viable seeds. Early studies in the genus Picea spp. detected no self-incompatibility, but did detect
unviability of selfed embryos caused by inbreeding depression [9,10]. Inbreeding depression in
Picea abies [L.] Karst. also lowers germination percentage and speed and negatively affects growth
traits and the viability of young trees [11]. At later ontogenetic stages it strongly reduces tree volume
and height and increases mortality compared to individuals from open pollinated seeds [12].

Pollen-mediated gene flow in conifers occurs at the local population scale as a distance dependent
process with a typically exponential decrease with increasing distance. However, long distance gene
flow occurs by pollen lifted in upper air-layers and transported over several or even hundreds of
kilometres [7,8,13,14]. This leads to the overall low differentiation of Norway spruce populations at
neutral markers observed throughout the distribution range of the species [15]. Long-distance gene flow
and immigrant pollen could have various impacts on the genetic composition of a local population. Gene
flow between populations, on the one hand, leads to a distribution of genetic information across the
population range, possibly counteracting effects of genetic drift or inbreeding and distributing potentially
important gene variants for adaptation, that even might assist the adaptive processes to climatic changes.
On the other hand, it may alter local adaptation by changing allele frequencies and gene complexes [16].

We studied seed samples from single tree progenies (half-sib families) ripened after a partial
mast year. The samples were collected in a putatively adapted and autochthonous spruce stand of
mainly narrow to intermediate crowned individuals that grow at higher elevations of the Thuringia
Forest in Germany and that have previously showed signs of genetic adaptation to the mountainous
environment [4]. The area is also characterised by a high proportion of planted stands typically
consisting of broad crowned individuals. The sampled stand is used as a seed source to produce
reproductive material of mountainous provenance. Thus, potentially extended gene flow from the
surrounding stands might introduce undesired characteristics to the progeny, and our results could be
helpful in the evaluation of the stand as seed source.

Genetic analysis combined with observation of germination was conducted to address the
following objectives: (1) assigning progeny to potential pollen donors to examine the mating system,
(2) quantifying the amount of pollen originated from within the autochthonous stand or migrated from
the surrounding stands to assess possible impacts on adaptive genetic variation, and (3) observing the
germination rate of seed samples from each half-sib family and estimating genetic differences between
them, considering also a possible link between genetics and fitness.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material

Cones from 21 trees were collected in March 2017 in a pure Norway spruce stand located in the
Thuringian forest at ~770 m a.s.l. (above sea level), where the forest area is dominated by pure spruce
stands. This sample represents a partial mast year, with seed ripening in 2016. The mother-trees were
selected in three groups representing the northern and south-eastern edges, as well as the central
part of the stand, respectively. Cones and seeds were collected, kept and studied separately for each
mother tree representing half-sib family samples from open pollination. Preceding the cone collection,
200 adult trees in this stand were initially genotyped at nuclear genomic microsatellite or genomic
simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers (gSSRs) and expressed sequence tag SSR markers (EST-SSRs) [17]
including the 21 mother trees, the seeds of which were used here to study germination and infer
potential pollen donors (Figure 1a). The stand is considered autochthonous and used for harvesting
seeds for forest reproductive material. Stand location and topographic features of the region are
displayed in Figure 1b,c. Trees within the stand are mainly characterised by a narrow to intermediate
crown shape with plate-brush or plate-like secondary branching pattern [17]. Narrow crowned trees
with plate-like branching are typical high elevation morphotypes.
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Table 1. Summary of statistical and descriptive parameters for the sampled half-sib families.

Halb-sib
Family

Germination
1 (%)

Number of Seeds
Ne (P; r) [CI] Ho [SD] He FIS r(r) [SD]

Genotyped Assigned by
Comparison 2

Assigned by
Cervus 3

1 3.6 4 0 1 1.1 [1, 1.5] 0.533 [0.076] 0.616 −0.034 0.11 [0.03]

2 40.5 20 6 7 3.7 [2.4, 6.1] 0.700 [0.040] 0.657 −0.068 * 0.19 [0.03]

3 13.1 13 2 2 2.7 [1.8, 4.1] 0.679 [0.035] 0.628 −0.106 * 0.27 [0.02]

4 15.5 13 3 0 1.7 [1.2, 2.9] 0.554 [0.067] 0.536 −0.081 0.33 [0.07]

5 48.8 20 5 2 2.7 [1.8, 4.5] 0.571 [0.040] 0.587 −0.006 0.17 [0.03]

6 50.0 20 8 8 2.8 [1.8, 4.5] 0.667 [0.065] 0.639 −0.122** 0.23 [0.04]

7 61.9 20 4 7 3.0 [1.9, 5.1] 0.558 [0.043] 0.513 −0.112** 0.22 [0.03]

8 39.3 20 7 5 2.7 [1.8, 4.3] 0.552 [0.053] 0.532 −0.048 0.28 [0.04]

9 58.3 20 6 6 3.4 [2.1, 5.8] 0.655 [0.032] 0.581 −0.131 ** 0.21 [0.03]

10 45.2 20 8 10 2.5 [1.7, 4] 0.582 [0.055] 0.647 −0.024 0.23 [0.04]

11 28.6 20 8 10 3.2 [2, 5.5] 0.616 [0.045] 0.584 −0.065 * 0.21 [0.03]

12 47.6 20 7 10 2.4 [1.6, 3.9] 0.571 [0.057] 0.563 −0.048 0.21 [0.04]

13 9.5 9 2 4 2.0 [1.4, 3.2] 0.632 [0.051] 0.636 −0.023 0.23 [0.03]

14 48.8 20 1 3 3.4 [2.1, 5.7] 0.632 [0.029] 0.616 −0.079 * 0.17 [0.03]

15 51.2 20 1 5 3.0 [1.9, 5] 0.526 [0.054] 0.563 0.024 0.18 [0.03]

16 51.2 24 4 8 3.0 [1.9, 4.9] 0.607 [0.049] 0.583 −0.047 0.21 [0.03]

17 10.7 11 4 3 1.8 [1.2, 2.7] 0.555 [0.048] 0.525 −0.096 0.32 [0.04]

18 59.5 21 3 2 3.4 [2.1, 6] 0.717 [0.054] 0.660 −0.105 * 0.20 [0.04]

19 31.0 20 5 8 3.2 [2.1, 5.4] 0.624 [0.045] 0.628 −0.086 * 0.19 [0.03]

20 34.5 20 6 5 2.5 [1.6, 4.2] 0.606 [0.049] 0.614 −0.109 * 0.23 [0.03]

21 60.7 20 2 6 3.0 [1.9, 4.9] 0.598 [0.032] 0.562 −0.089 * 0.22 [0.03]

pooled 38.5 375 92 112 85.3 [52.6, 159.2] 0.607 [0.011] 0.696 −0.071 *** 0.22 [0.03]
1 Based on 84 seeds per half-sib family; 2 allowing one mismatch; 3 relaxed confidence threshold; Ne (P; r)—rarefied effective pollen population size with mean lower and upper confidence
interval (ØCI) limit values in square brackets, respectively; Ho—observed heterozygosity with standard deviation (sd) of the rarefaction resampling in square brackets; He—expected
heterozygosity; FIS—fixation index; r(r)—mean rarefied triadic likelihood relatedness estimate with standard deviation (sd) in square brackets; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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2.2. Observation of Germination

The collected cones were dried to extract the seeds, which were manually cleaned and then stored
at 8 ◦C. Germination was observed for 84 seeds per tree. Seeds were put on top of moist paper tissue
in Petri dishes that were subdivided in segments for single-seed-identification. During the 10-day
observation period, the seeds were kept moist under ambient conditions in the laboratory. Germination
was assessed daily, where each seed was scored whether (1) its seed coat was dehisced, (2) the seed coat
was dehisced and the root tip was visible, (3) the root had started to elongate or (4) the seed showed no
signs of germination. For each tree 20 seeds were randomly selected for genotyping. They were used
for DNA-extraction either when the root emerged or after 10 days without germination. If a selected
seed was empty and could not be used for extraction, another random seed was used. For five trees
less than 20 seeds could be used for DNA extraction due to the high proportion of empty seeds.
Nevertheless, all seeds prepared for DNA extraction could be genotyped successfully.

2.3. DNA Extraction and Genotyping

For DNA extraction, seeds were dissected to isolate embryo and megagametophyte and, then, to
genotype them separately. This enables us to determine separately individual paternal and maternal
contributions to the genotype of the embryo. DNA extraction was carried out according to the
manufacturer’s protocol using the DNeasy 96 Plant Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) with prior freezing
of embryo or megagametophyte tissues in liquid nitrogen and grounding them in a MM300 ball mill
(Retsch, Haan, Germany) for 2 min at 30 Hz.

Genotyping of 200 adult trees (including the 21 trees from which seed samples were taken and the
potential pollen donors) at gSSRs and EST-SSRs had been performed by Caré et al. [17]. Here, embryos
and corresponding megagametophytes were genotyped accordingly at the same seven gSSRs [19,20]
and three out of four EST-SSRs [21,22] (Table S1). The EST-SSR PaGB8 was excluded to increase
parent–offspring assignment accuracy, because this marker often had a stuttering pattern, which may
cause misgenotyping that negatively affects assignment probability. PCR reactions were performed the
same way as for the adult trees in 14 µL total volume containing 1 µL of 1:10 diluted DNA mixed with
1X reaction buffer B (Solis BioDyne, Tartu, Estonia), 2.68 mM MgCl2, 178.57 µM for each dNTP, and
one unit of HOT FIREPol® (Solis BioDyne, Tartu, Estonia) Taq polymerase. Multiplex combinations
of primer pairs and their concentrations are provided in Table S2. Reactions were run in a Biometra
TProfessional Basic thermocycler (Analytic Jena AG, Jena, Germany) using a touch-down PCR protocol
(Table S3) followed by fragment separation on an ABITM 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA, USA) with the size standard GeneScanTM500 ROXTM (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA, USA) and peak calling using GeneMapperTM v4.1 software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, USA).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Quality control genotyping and allele calling were validated by inspecting whether at least one
allele found in the embryo matched the allele in the corresponding megagametophyte and that this
allele matched at least one allele in the respective mother tree. The haplotype of male gametes in the
pollen contributing to the formation of the seed was inferred by subtracting the megagametophyte
haplotype from the corresponding embryo genotype. In rare cases (<1%), when no data for the
megagametophyte were available, and the embryo had both alleles in common with the mother tree
the male contribution could not be determined. Then, both alleles were considered as potential male
contribution in the assignment analysis. Not excluding these cases from the analysis as undefined
missing data help to better resolve the number of potential pollen-donors. One tree was discarded
from the analysis of potential pollen donors, as it was successfully genotyped at only five loci.

Individual observed heterozygosity (H) of the embryo was calculated as a proportion of
heterozygous loci among all loci genotyped. Fixation index (FIS), which was used as a proxy
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for inbreeding coefficient, its corresponding p-value after 50,000 permutations, mean observed (Ho)
and expected (He) heterozygosity over all loci were calculated for each half-sib family and for the
entire pooled sample using Arlequin 3.5.2.2 [23]. To account for uncertainties from unequal sample
size the standard deviation of the mean Ho from 10,000 rarefaction resampling to n = 10 was calculated.
The He within the stand and the seed lot was also calculated and compared to the half-sib families
Ho to estimate potential loss of heterozygosity across generations. Visualisation of dissimilarities
among embryos and also adult trees that represent potential pollen donors in the stand was performed
by principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) using the R-package ape v.5.2 [24] and pairwise Hamming
distances [25] calculated using the R-package poppr v.2.8.1 [26,27], which can be regarded as genetic
distance based on allelic differences between individual embryos or adult trees. Outbreeding rate for
each half-sib family was calculated as the number of seeds without an assigned pollen donor in the
stand divided by the total number of genotyped seeds. Germination percentage was calculated as the
percentage of germinated seeds from the initial 84 seeds. To assess association between genotypes and
germination percentage and time, linear regression was applied considering the germination time or
percentage as a response variable and genetic indices as fixed effect.

Effective population size (Ne) was estimated using the R-package NB v.0.9 [28] based on a
maximum likelihood approach [29] from the change in allele frequencies between the parent and
offspring generation. Since each offspring sample represents a half-sib family, differences between the
maternal genotypes and corresponding Ho could influence the estimated Ne. Therefore, the final Ne

and its regression against the germination percentage were calculated based on the haploid pollen
contribution to the embryo genotypes, giving an estimate of the effective pollen population size (Ne (P)).
Less than 20 seeds were available for genotyping and subsequent analysis for five families, therefore
the Ne (P) of these half-sib families with fewer full seeds might be negatively biased. Rarefaction
resampling to a sample size of ten with replacement and recalculating Ne (P) 10,000 times was used to
adjust to uneven sample size. Hence, the mean rarefied effective pollen population size (Ne (P; r)) was
used as the unbiased estimator. Moreover, half-sib family 1 was excluded from subsequent calculation
of the regression due to the very low sample size.

The triadic likelihood relatedness (r) estimate [30] was calculated using the R-package related
v.0.8 [31] as a measure of pairwise relatedness among embryos and as a mean relatedness within
half-sib families calculated by averaging pairwise r-values for all embryos from the same half-sib
family. Linear regression of relatedness against the germination percentage was calculated. To verify
relatedness estimates and the linear regression, r-values were additionally calculated by the efficient
method-of-moment [32] and dyadic likelihood estimates [33] and processed as described above. Further,
each algorithm was run with different reference allele frequencies. As all the r-estimators used here rely
on the sample allele frequency, the sensitivity of the r-estimates was assessed by using different allele
frequency estimates. First, the default setting was used which calculates population allele frequencies
from the individuals of which the r-values should be estimated, this corresponds to only the embryo
genotypes. In this default calculation the maternal alleles are overrepresented in the allele frequency
estimates, because in each half-sib family half the alleles originate from the corresponding maternal
tree. This can reduce diversity of the estimated population allele frequency compared to estimates
made from stand data, and thus might influence the pairwise r-estimates. Therefore, as a second
calculation, the frequencies were estimated from the combined embryos and adult trees in the stand
and, third, based on the adult trees only. After evaluating the robustness of the method, the rarefied
triadic likelihood relatedness (r(r)) estimate was calculated by rarefaction resampling to a sample size of
ten with replacement and recalculating the within family mean over 10,000 replications. As the mean
relatedness is calculated from the pairwise estimates, which are largely unaffected by sample size,
rarefaction was used to assess the variation of the mean estimate due to different combinations of seeds
in a single half-sib family. Also, regression was calculated excluding family 1. For both regressions of
r(r) and Ne (P; r) with the germination percentage as response, respectively, the assumption of normality
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and homogeneity of the residual variances was checked. Box–Cox transformation was applied to
validate results, if one of the assumptions was not met.

Resampling with replacement was chosen in order to take into account also families with lower
sample size. However, this inevitably implicates drawing identical genotypes for the calculation,
which could lower the diversity of the rarefied sample, thus leading to lower estimates of Ne (P; r).
Therefore, the rarefaction without replacement was additionally calculated. For the estimate of mean
r-values it is however irrelevant weather it is calculated by the mean of the original pairwise values or
by resampling, either with or without replacement, as the results are identical. Resampling in this
case is an approximation of the actual mean value, with increasing iterations approaching it. Yet, the
resampling gives additional information on the standard deviation.

Potential pollen donors were assigned by two approaches: (1) a match/no-match comparison
between genotypes and (2) using CERVUS v.3.0.7 software [34].

First, we compared the paternal haplotype in the respective embryo to all corresponding genotypes
in the sample population at all genotyped markers. Those trees that had no mismatch with the inferred
pollen haplotypes were considered as potential paternal trees. To account for potential genotyping
errors, a less strict assignment was also performed by allowing a single mismatch only for one of the
markers. Trees with only a single mismatch were considered as potential pollen donors, if no other
trees with complete matching genotype were found.

Second, CERVUS v.3.0.7 was used with default settings to assign paternal parents. Unfortunately,
this programme cannot use paternal haplotype data inferred from the embryo genotypes directly.
We solved this problem by forcing the programme to use specifically only these data by replacing
maternal haplotypes in diploid embryo genotypes by dummy alleles that are not present in the studied
sample. All embryos had the same dummy “maternal” allele at each locus that was also present in
only one artificially added dummy mother tree. This approach allowed us to identify the most likely
paternal trees for embryos based on the paternal haplotype of these embryos. The cases, in which a
paternal tree was also a true maternal parent of an embryo, represented tentative self-pollination.

Pollen dispersal can be described by the distance and geographic direction between the assigned
potential pollen donor and the mother tree. Geodesic distances were based on the WGS 84 (EPSG:
3857) point coordinates for trees and calculated using the R-packages rgdal v.1.3-6 [35] and geosphere
v.1.5-7 [36]. The direction of pollen dispersal was calculated as the angle between the point coordinates
of the maternal tree and the putative pollen donor. For graphical representation all mother trees were
projected to a single point, and direction and distance to all putative pollen donors was plotted with the
R-package plotrix v.3.7-4 [37]. Dispersal distance was also visualised as frequency histogram in 10-m.
distance classes. In cases where no potential pollen donor could be identified without mismatch and
more than one potential pollen donor was identified by accepting a single mismatch, the tree with the
shortest distance to the mother tree was considered as the most likely candidate pollen donor. In the
CERVUS assignment, two confidence thresholds of 95% (strict) and 80% (relaxed) were considered.

Simulations were used to compare the observed distances and directions of pollen-dispersal
with those expected under complete random mating without assumptions. The 21 mother trees
were computationally resampled 20,000 times, pollen donors from the studied stand were randomly
assigned, and distances and angles were calculated. Distributions of simulated and observed distances
and angles were compared by a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Both the strict and relaxed
assignments with 80% confidence for CERVUS and allowance of one mismatch in the genotype
matching approach were used, respectively.

3. Results

Germination percentage varied considerably among half-sib families (Table 1). From 3.6% to
61.9% of the 84 seeds per tree showed at least a dehisced seed coat after 10 days, with an average of
38.5% for all seeds. Ho and He ranged from 0.517 to 0.713 and from 0.500 to 0.640 in half-sib families
(Table 1). FIS-values were negative (−0.006 to −0.122) in all half-sib families except for family 15 (0.024)
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and significant in 11 families (Table 1). Comparing the He (0.724) estimated based on all 200 trees in the
stand to the Ho (0.613) of the pooled seed sample, seeds showed a considerable loss in heterozygosity.
In addition, He (0.696) compared to Ho of the pooled seed sample (0.607) showed lower heterozygosity.
Ne (P; r) varied from 1.1 to 3.7 in the half-sib families and equalled 85.3 for the pooled genotyped
seeds (Table 1). The within families mean rarefied triadic likelihood r(r)-estimates varied from 0.11 to
0.33, with a combined mean of 0.22 (Table 1). For estimating relatedness within the half-sib families
two related methods and two additional population allele frequency estimates were investigated to
assess robustness of the reported values. The calculations of the triadic likelihood estimate based
on allele frequencies of combined embryo and stand data and stand-only data produced similar and
slightly higher mean r-values of 0.22 and 0.24, respectively, compared to the default calculation using
only the embryo data. Using the same algorithm with the different reference allele frequencies resulted
in significantly correlated estimates. Comparison of different algorithms using the same reference
allele frequencies demonstrated also significant correlations between them, except for comparisons
of the efficient method-of-moment estimates based on the stand allele frequencies to the two other
estimates (Table S4).

A highly significant (p = 0.005) negative linear relationship was found between r(r) (Figure 2a), as
well as a highly significant (p = 0.003) positive relationship between Ne (P; r), calculated with replacement,
and germination percentage in the half-sib families. This relationship was still significant (p = 0.02) for
the rarefied calculation without replacement (Figure 2b). Assumptions of normality and homogeneity
of variances of the residuals were tested by QQ-plots (Figure S1) and the Breusch-Pagan [38] test,
respectively. Residuals met the assumption for Ne (P; r), but for r(r) the Breusch-Pagan test indicated
heterogeneity of variances. To confirm the regression result, it was recalculated with a Box-Cox
transformation of r(r), which met both the assumption of normality and variance homogeneity of
the residuals. A significant relationship with germination rate was confirmed with an adjusted
R2 of 0.24 (p = 0.015). Results of the unrarefied values are presented in Figure S2. A significant
negative relationship was confirmed for the original data with all methods for calculating r [30,32,33]
and applying the described population reference allele frequency estimates, except for the efficient
method-of-moment algorithm based on the stand only data (Table S5). Linear regressions between the
time and percentage of germination against Ho at typed loci were insignificant. As well as no significant
influence of FIS on the germination percentage or the dispersal distance of assigned pollen donors was
found. Finally, no significant relationship was found between outbreeding and germination rates.

The PCoA plot demonstrates variability of genetic distances between embryos within half-sib
families, as well as variability of genetic distance between half-sib families and the stand (Figure S2).
Highest within family distance between embryos was found in families 2, 10, 16, 18, and 19, while
others showed less genetic distance, especially in families 7 and 17. Families 14, 15, 16, 19, and 20
represented the stand relatively well in terms of variation and coverage, whereas families 2, 4, 11, 12,
and 21 showed more differences to the overall stand. Nevertheless, samples of half-sib families always
overlapped partially with the stand data (Figure S3).
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of mean seed germination percentage (x-axis) in 21 half-sib families plotted
against the (a) rarefied mean within half-sib family relatedness (r(r)) or (b) rarefied mean effective pollen
population size (Ne (P; r)) of the half-sib families. The line represents the corresponding linear regression
trendline, excluding family 1 (downward triangle) due to very limited sample size. Grey symbols and
lines correspond to rarefaction with replacement, black indicates rarefied results without replacement.
(a) adjusted R2 = 0.33, p = 0.005; (b) with replacement adjusted R2 = 0.37, p = 0.003, without replacement
adjusted R2 = 0.21, p = 0.02. Whiskers represented by solid lines in (a,b) show the standard deviation of
the mean from the rarefaction resampling, whiskers represented by doted lines in (b) shown the mean
confidence interval. Indicated by an upward triangle is the unrarefied value for family 13, because
resampling in this family was impossible for rarefaction without replacement.

For the combined results of the assignments without and with one mismatch together the
proportion of immigrant pollen was 75.8% with 92 assignable local pollen donors in 375 genotyped
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seeds. Three self-pollination events were found among 375 mating events in the assignment without and
with one mismatch, leading to an estimated self-fertilisation rate s of 0.8% (3/375). One potential pollen
donor could be assigned with no mismatch for 32 unique mating events. This corresponds to 8.5% of
all genotyped seeds or an estimated 91.5% of immigrant pollen, respectively. One self-pollination event
without mismatch was detected for 32 mating events (s = 1/375 or 0.3%) (Table 1). Dispersal distance
for outcrossing ranged from 3 to 138 m with a mean of 33 m. Potential pollen donors could be assigned
for additional 60 seeds by accepting a single mismatch. For 18 of these seeds, more than one potential
pollen donor was assigned. Considering only mating with the shortest distance between seed parent
and pollen donor for these 18 cases, the mean dispersal distance was 66 m (ranging from 5 to 161 m)
for outcrossing. Pollen dispersal was mainly realised within 10 m (47%) and 10–20 m (19%) distances
when the strict assignment was used. If mating assignments with a single mismatch are also included
and considering among multiple possibilities only events with the shortest distance between parents,
pollen dispersal within 10 (18%) and 10–20 (12%) m distances was still the most frequent. A more
homogeneous distribution of dispersals was observed for more distant classes, up to the 130–140 m
class. In the simulated random mating without any assumptions, dispersal distances reached up
to 250 m. with the far-reaching upper tail representing very rare dispersal events. Most simulated
dispersal events (28% in total) occurred within 30 to 60 m distance classes. Shorter distance classes were
much less represented for dispersal events than in the observed data (Figure 3a). Dispersal directions
were mainly from northern pollen donors southward. Pollen flow north to north-westwards also
occurred, but less than the southward dispersal, and distances were much shorter than the possible
distances under the simulation. Almost no pollen came from north eastern to south eastern trees
(Figure S4a). These directions represent only the observable pollen dispersal based on the genetic
assignment; pollen flow from outside this stand is unknown in terms of distance and direction.

Candidate pollen donors were assigned for 112 seeds by CERVUS with relaxed confidence, giving
an immigrant pollen estimate of 70.1%. They included 33 assignments with the strict confidence
threshold. For eight seeds their true mother tree was assigned as candidate pollen donor, meaning
eight self-pollination events for 375 mating events in total (s = 8/375 or 2.1%) (Table 1). In total,
30 assignments were detected by both assignment methods, CERVUS and comparison, both with the
less strict criteria. Most dispersal occurred within distances up to 20 m in assignments detected by
CERVUS with either relaxed or strict criteria. The distance class up to 10 m comprised 19.6% and 39.4%
of assigned mating events under the strict and relaxed criteria, respectively. For the 10–20 m distance
class 18.8% and 25.2% of assigned mating events were observed, respectively. The mean distance
between seed parent and putative pollen donor was 47 m under the strict criterion, but 169 m under
the relaxed one (Figure 3b). Long distance mating events occurred mainly between a pollen donor
located south and the southeast mother tree, but some pollen came from the northern pollen donors.
The assignments by CERVUS also included pollen donors from northeast and southeast (Figure S4b),
although again gene flow distances and directions for outside pollen could not be characterised.

Distributions of the simulated distances and directions (angles) differed significantly (p < 0.0001)
from the observed distributions, except for the distribution of pollen dispersal directions (angles)
in the CERVUS assignments with relaxed confidence threshold. Estimates of external pollen from
the “putative maladapted gene pool” accounted for 70.1–91.5% of viable embryos, depending on the
method of assignment.
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Figure 3. Relative frequency of local, within the stand, pollen dispersal in 10 m. distance interval classes
and the 0 m distance class indicating self-fertilisation: (a) dark grey bars represent strict assignments
without any mismatch at the genotyped simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers, grey bars represent strict
assignments combined with assignments allowing for only one mismatch, where in cases of multiple
possible assignments for a seed the nearest pollen donor was considered, and light grey bars represent
the same conditions as previous, but mean distance is used in cases of multiple assignments; (b) dark
and light grey bars represent assignments made by CERVUS 3.0.7 with 95% and 80% confidence,
respectively. The simulated random mating distance of the sampled mother trees and the reference
population is given as cubic spline interpolated black curve of 20,000 events. Both observed and
simulated data do not include pollen flow from outside the stand.

4. Discussion

4.1. Germination and Relatedness

The observed mean germination percentage of 38.5% was relatively low compared to typical
commercially available seeds. Although, reported germination percentage may greatly vary depending
on year, location, and tree, germination is drastically reduced in selfed seeds [11,39]. The seeds used in
our study were not commercially processed, and, thus, empty seeds were still present in the sample.
Among seeds from five half-sib families, more than 75% were empty, and fewer than 20 full seeds were
available for analysis. Factors that may increase the formation of empty seeds are, amongst others,
lack of or insufficient pollination and unsuitable environmental conditions during seed maturation.
Nonetheless, inbreeding is the main cause of empty seeds and attributed to increased homozygosity
and resulting expression of deleterious recessive alleles, as shown for different spruce species [10,39–42]
and other conifers [43–45]. The higher proportion of empty seeds is thus likely caused by selfing
and inbreeding but cannot be confirmed by genetic analyses because postzygotic abortion leaves no
material to study.

An increase in r(r) and Ne (P; r) estimates within the half-sib families revealed significant negative
and positive associations with the germination percentage, respectively. Half-sib families with the
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highest proportion of empty seeds and low germination, showed Ne values below, and within family
r-values above the mean (Figure S2). Because of the high proportion of empty seeds, it was not possible
to achieve the sample size of 20 genotyped seeds in these families. Therefore, rarefaction methods
were used to calculate unbiased estimators. In contrast, no significant association of diversity (Ho) and
fixation index (FIS) with the germination time and percentage were detected. Although, a slight trend
of positive correlation of higher Ho with germination percentage was observed, it was insignificant.
Only in four families a slightly increased homozygosity was found within the half-sib families, when
Ho and He were compared. For the complete seed lot, increased homozygosity was more pronounced.
Distribution of samples in the PCoA also demonstrates a restricted genetic diversity and higher
similarity within half-sib families. Genetic load could not be accurately determined because only viable
embryos were screened. Thus, genetic diversity parameters in half-sib families with high proportion
of empty seeds could be overestimated. However, negative associations of r(r) were observed with
Ne (P; r) and germination. The Ne (P; r) estimates, however, should be interpreted with caution, as this
method is strongly influenced by sample size. A sample size of 20 and subsequent reduction to 10 for
the rarefaction for estimating population size from genotypic data is quite low and combined with
a relative high uncertainty of the estimate given by the confidence interval. Higher confidence for
the present data is unlikely be achieved with 20 true samples for each family, because even for the
complete seed lot of 375 samples, the confidence interval of the estimated total pollen population size
was still very broad −38% and 87% of the estimate, respectively.

To explain differences between the half-sib families in Ho, r(r) and Ne (P; r), different levels of
inbreeding are conceivable, but could not be confirmed. The differences can probably be explained
by a limited number and/or diversity of the pollen donors contributing to the single half-sib-families.
No family structure was found in the stand: differentiation and relatedness between adult trees
did not depend on geographic distance. The pooled progeny was fathered to a large extent by
immigrant pollen (70.2% to 91.5% dependent on the method), likely from the surrounding planted
stands. Thus, increase relatedness estimates cannot be explained only by mating between close relatives.
Low diversity of the pollen donors can also result in lower genetic diversity, higher genetic similarity,
and increased homozygosity in a half-sib family. This could also lower population size estimates
and increase relatedness estimates in the progenies. Thus, a restricted number of, or lower genetic
diversity amongst pollen donors likely affected the offspring of a single tree. This is also a plausible
explanation for the lower germination, as fitness and variability are associated with genetic diversity
in forest trees [46]. Such correlation between poorer seed performance and restricted population size
was previously detected in other conifers [47,48]. For example, increased formation of empty seeds
and lowered germination rate dependent on population size had been found in artificial Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii [Mirbel] Franco) stands of different size [47], and decreased germination and
seedling performance dependent on population size were observed in the tropical pine Pinus chiapensis
[MartÍnez] Andresen [48]. In both cited studies the population size was calculated from census data
of the parental population, whereas here it was estimated from genetic data of the pollen haploid
contributions to the embryos. We showed that although the studied stand was located within a
relatively large spruce area with a supposedly large census, the effective pollen population size varied
in the families and affected their germination percentage.

In future studies the effect of pollen immigration on fitness traits, such as germination percentage,
should be investigated in detail. The overall low germination performance in combination with the
detected high proportion of immigrant pollen of likely different origin from the planted surrounding
stands could hint to outbreeding depression. The reduction in fitness traits is caused by cross fertilisation
of genetic distant gene pools, when the breakdown of adaptive gene complexes outweighs positive
introgression effects [49]. Outbreeding depression was shown to reduce fruit set and seedling number
in the flowering plant Acmispon glaber [Vogel] Brouillet. High seed abortion in cross- and naturally
pollinated seeds of Pinus sylvestris L. was also explained by outbreeding depression [50]. Similar to
inbreeding depression, outbreeding depression also has a long-term effect as revealed by poorer
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performance of growth traits in Abies sachalinensis [F. Schmidt] Mast. progenies [51]. Neverteless, we
could not confirm a significant relationship of the half-sib families’ individual outbreeding rate and the
germination percentage.

However, the overall Ne(p)-estimate of 85.3 in the pooled seed lot can be interpreted as large
enough to contain enough genetic diversity to avoid genetic drift. It is comparable to similar estimates
in other studies of P. abies [52] and conifers [53]. A good representation of the stand in the pooled
seed lot can also be seen in the PCoA distribution based on the selectively neutral markers (Figure S2),
where the pooled seed lot overlaps with the stand samples. Genetic differentiation estimated using
selectively neutral markers was in general relatively low between different P. abies stands [15]. It was
also found in German stands including the one studied here [17]. However, low genetic differentiation
at neutral markers did not reflect differentiation at potentially adaptive candidate genes, for which
variation was associated with different adaptive morphotypes [4]. Thus, the high amount of immigrant
pollen contributing to at least 70% of the offspring can change allele frequencies at putative adaptive
loci. Population structure of the stand was already studied in Caré et al. [17], and neither correlation
of genetic differentiation with distance among individuals nor significant within population genetic
structure were found. Here, we studied correlation of r with distance among individuals, and no
significant correlation was found.

4.2. Distances and Distribution

We observed distance-dependent mating within the stand with closer growing trees being more
likely to mate. Within the investigated stand, mating events were most frequent per distance class
in >0 m to 10 m and 10 m to 20 m, but can be as distant as 170 m. This is in agreement with previous
results [6,54] and observations on the distance-dependency of single tree pollen cloud density [55].
A directionality in pollen dispersal departing from the simulated random dispersal within the stand
could not be conclusively defined because comparisons between simulated and observed distributions
were inconsistent, and their significance depended on the method and confidence thresholds.

This distance-dependent mating success applies only to the local pollen and accounts for ~10–30%
of the total seeds studied. Exponential decrease in mating probability in the present study was mostly
shown at a local scale. Here, “local” refers to the sampled stand, to which an assignment is possible.
As the area is continuously covered by spruce trees, mating of the trees on the edge of this stand is
expected to happen also with neighbouring trees that will be characterised as immigrant pollen even
though it could result from a short distance mating. Nevertheless, a large proportion of pollen likely
came from distant pollen sources as previously shown [5,6]. For trees within the centre of the stand,
more potential pollen donors were assigned in both approaches than for those growing at the stand
edge. This might be partly an effect of the sampling design, since central trees were surrounded by
more genotyped trees as compared to trees growing on the edge of the sampled stand. Nevertheless,
this indicated that immigrant pollen from the surrounding stands contributed less to the progeny of the
central trees, and a considerable amount of within stand mating for central trees is realistic. Moreover,
for single mother trees, a maximum of no more than half of the seeds were assigned to potential pollen
donors in the studied stand. These results further underline the high proportion of immigrant pollen
also for single trees, with as high as 100% in family 4.

4.3. Selfing and Outcrossing

Estimated effective selfing rates in viable seeds ranged from 0.3% to 2.1%. This is on the lower end
compared to the reported mean values of generally low selfing rates in P. abies [5,6,56–59]. Nevertheless,
although rarely, but 100% outcrossing [58] or high selfing rates greater than 20% were also observed [59].
Nonetheless, genetic studies of the mating system require “full” seeds. Therefore, estimates of selfing
and outcrossing could be biased for seed lots with empty seeds resulted from postzygotic abortion
due to possible inbreeding depression [60]. This mechanism of avoiding high self-fertilisation rates
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in the viable offspring in the absence of self-incompatibility mechanisms has also been observed in
P. omorika [42].

Approximately two thirds of the estimated outcrossing was due to immigrant pollen most likely
coming from the neighbour largely supposedly planted stands. Thus, a negative effect on the genetic
composition at adaptive genes is likely. Particularly considering adaptive genetic differences that had
been found between different morphotypes in Norway spruce [4].

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

Association between r(r) and Ne (P; r) of single tree progenies and fitness represented by germination
was shown for seeds collected from a natural population after a partial mast year. Progenies with
lowered germination percentage had also lower Ne (P; r) but increased mean r(r). This can be explained
by lower genetic diversity in these progenies due to probably a limited number of pollen donors
and/or their low diversity. Inbreeding depression expected from mating amongst close relatives
and high selfing rates was not found, despite high amounts of empty seeds. This can be an artefact
explained by postzygotic abortion of inbred embryos that results in empty seeds as reported for several
conifers [43,45,50], but these empty seeds cannot be genetically studied. Further, we estimated that at
least 70% of viable seeds were formed by immigrant pollen. This likely alters the genetic composition
of the progeny in this locally adapted stand. As the immigrant pollen was most likely contributed
by the surrounding planted spruce stand, representing most likely a distant gene pool, potentially
outbreeding depression might both contribute to empty seeds and poor seed fitness. To quantitatively
assess these impacts, further studies on seed lots including putative adaptive candidate genes are
necessary. To confirm outbreeding depression, controlled crosses or at least sampling the surrounding
stands and observing seedling development would be necessary.

For natural regeneration the high amounts of immigrant pollen are likely to alter genetic
composition of the stand over generations. As seeds also have a distance-dependent dispersal, and less
immigrant pollen contributes to the progeny of central trees, decrease of adaptation is likely happening
faster at the edges than in the centre of the stand. Still, dilution of adaptive variation in the stand is a
conceivable long-term process in the absence of other effects. Here, the actual regeneration should
be studied, as natural selection might counteract the alteration of adaptive variation by immigrant
pollen. Also, here we investigated one seed year. As natural regeneration is formed with contributions
of several seed years, where the genetic structure of the progeny and mating system parameters vary
between years, the amount of immigrant pollen might be differently estimated based on young trees.

It can be expected, that harvesting seeds predominantly in the centre of the stand would retain
the most adaptive variation of the stand itself. Still, for a seed harvest equal representation of mother
trees in the seed lot is advised, as this also guaranties the maintenance of genetic diversity to avoid
introduction of drift effects, since diversity and genetic distance are highly variable between half-sib
families. Still, the overall high amount of immigrant pollen is troublesome in the context of preservation
of genetic composition of the parental stand.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-2818/12/7/266/
s1, Document (pdf; 5 pp) including Table S1: SSR markers used for genotyping 200 adult trees including
21 seed-collected trees, embryos, and megagametophytes (Caré et al. [17], modified), Table S2: Concentration (ci,
µM/µL) of each forward and reverse primer in the multiplex reactions (Caré et al. [17], modified), Table S3: PCR
touch-down protocol used for amplification of SSR-markers, Table S4: Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC)
for the comparisons (1 vs. 2) of mean within half-sib families relatedness estimated with different algorithms
and reference allele frequencies, Table S5: Adjusted R2 of linear regressions between the germination percentage
and the mean within family relatedness estimated with different algorithms and reference allele frequencies
from the original data, excluding half-sib-family 1 due to very limited sample size, Figure S1: Quantile-Quantile
diagram of the standardised residuals in the linear regression between within half-sib family seed germination
rate presented in Figure 3 and (a) rarefied mean relatedness or (b) rarefied mean effective pollen population size,
Figure S2: Scatter plot of mean seed germination rate (y-axis) in 21 half-sib families plotted against the (a) mean
within half-sib family relatedness (r) or (b) effective population size (Ne) of the half-sib families. The black line
represents the corresponding linear regression trendline: (a) adjusted R2 = 0.34, p = 0.004 excluding half-sib
family 1 (depicted by the grey cross) due to very limited sample size; (b) adjusted R2 = 0.15, p = 0.046, Figure S3:
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Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) of embryos and also adult trees that represent potential pollen donors in
the stand based on the pairwise Hamming distance [25] between them calculated using genotypes of 10 SSR
markers. For better visualisation of the embryos belonging to the same half-sib family, the figure presents the
same PCoA plot 21 times, but each time with samples of a particular half-sib family highlighted by dark blue dots.
Potential pollen donors in the stand are highlighted by turquoise, and all other datapoints are highlighted by grey.
Distributions of the datapoints that belong to the same half-sib family are circled each by a 95% inertia ellipse,
Figure S4: Local pollen dispersal distances and angles of the assignment determined by (a) matching the pollen
haplotype with the genotyped individuals and (b) using Cervus 3.0.7 software. All 21 seed-collected mother trees
are projected to the centre of the plot. End-marked lines indicate the assigned pollen donor. (a) A strict assignment
with complete match for all markers and allowing a single mismatch for one of the markers are depicted by
dark violet lines with round-pointed-ends and blue lines with square-pointed ends, respectively. (b) A strict 95%
confidence delta threshold and a relaxed 80% confidence delta threshold are depicted by dark violet lines with
round-pointed-ends and blue lines with square-pointed ends, respectively. The simulated random mating events
(n = 20,000) between 21 seed-collected mother trees and all genotyped trees are depicted by light orange lines in
the background. Both observed and simulated data do not include pollen flow from outside the stand.
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